DPF Downer
The AECS technical support team often gets questions about DPF and DPF cleaning, this article aims to
enlighten you about the regeneration process. Parts of the following article and a massive amount of
background and practical problems are covered at various stages throughout our range of diesel and
heavy diesel training seminars throughout the country.
Diesel Particulate Filter - Why?
A diesel particulate filter, as the name suggests, filters particulate matter (soot) out of the exhaust. The
human body is unable to filter particulates of 10 micron (PM10) and smaller out of the air that we breathe,
the PM10 particles then bind to the insides of our lungs and carry hydro carbons (e.g. Hexane) into your
blood. The constant irritation in your lungs has been linked to various forms of lung cancer. We’ve all seen
the “coal rolling” videos, funny, but please not in my back yard.
A particulate filter aims to store and eventually burn, in a controlled manner, the particulate matter that
will inevitably be produced by the engine.

Dirty - Carbon in exhaust pre-DPF.

Clean - exhaust post DPF.

Regeneration
Before a forced regeneration is started, you need to check a number of things on the vehicle and the
vehicles surroundings.
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1) The exhaust will get very hot during this process. The exhaust gas temperatures regulated by the
quantity of extra diesel injected, is close to 700°C. Please make sure that wherever you are doing the
regeneration that the area around you can handle such extreme heats. It doesn’t take much to ignite dry
grass or leaves. Even painted workshop floors will not stand the heat.
2) Ventilation or extraction; during the regeneration process all the stored carbon in the DPF will be burnt
in the filter and converted to CO2 gas. It is not recommend performing regeneration inside a closed
workshop or with the exhaust pointing towards an open door. If extraction equipment is going to be used,
make sure it is high temperature rated (up to 1000°C is available, however 170°C rated exhaust tubing is
standard).

3) Noise, during a DPF reburn the engine will rev up and it can sit at raised idle for 20min to 1hr this may
cause concern in the workshop as a result the process can get interrupted, for it to be started again from
the beginning.
You will need to do a thorough check of the engine condition before attempting a forced DPF regeneration,
the following needs to be taken into consideration.
1) Engine oil level and quality, you probably already check this on all vehicles that come in for diagnostic
work anyway. Technician 101 is start with the basics first, I for one wouldn’t want to have to explain to a
customer why they need to purchase a new engine because I didn’t do the basics. If the oil level is too
high, it may have been diluted with fuel making it easier for the engine to breathe its own oil and diesel
causing a runaway engine. How do you stop a runaway Diesel? Starving the engine of air is all you have
left besides to run away yourself. Use plank of wood over the intake if you can and have the courage.
Some have had success. Some try replacing the oxygen near the air intake with CO2 from a CO2 fire
extinguisher.
Some vehicles will not attempt a regeneration if the oil quality and level aren’t up to spec, so you may have
to do an oil change before and after the regeneration. Make sure that the oil level is between max and min,
and not close to or on max! The rising oil level during regeneration will on some engines stop the
regeneration process.
We have been involved with an engine which had it service interval exceeded by 10,000 km’s, which is a
very bad idea to start the regeneration process without changing oil first. The short time the new oil will be
in the sump serves as a good engine flush, and yes this will be expensive as the oil needs to be low sulphur
oil.
2) Injector base washers; most manufacturers recommend replacing the injector base washers every
40-100,000kms. Injector base washers are a source of oil contamination, which in turn can cause DPF
blockage (and oil pump pick up blockage).
3) Injector quality; if the injection spray pattern is incorrect pockets of rich mixture will be present in the
combustion chamber. Those pockets are soot producing and the main contributors to EGR caking in the
intake manifold, and frequent DPF blockage.
4) Intake air direction; EGR caking creates ‘scatter air’, the swirl in the combustion chamber does not mix
the fuel and air properly creating soot, which in turns blocks the DPF and EGR channels.
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5) Are all the required pre-requisites for regeneration met. Some of the more obvious
pre-requisites are engine temperature, no fault codes present, DPF pressure within certain limits and on
some vehicles, vehicle speed.

Differential Pressure and Engine RPM no load showing some good values. Vehicle: Mercedes 313 2.2ltr twin turbo.
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Regeneration Process
The soot in the diesel particulate filter needs to be brunt to CO2 by an extremely hot, precisely controlled
flame. A flame in the exhaust can be created several ways by altering injection timing, injecting directly
into the exhaust (Toyota 5th injector system) or injecting on the exhaust stroke. The extra fuel in the
exhaust needs to be correctly matched with the oxygen in the exhaust. Therefore, DPF equipped vehicles
have broad band oxygen sensors precisely measuring the oxygen content in the exhaust so that this can
be matched with an exact amount of fuel. Just dumping fuel in the exhaust doesn’t create a flame.
The air-fuel mix hitting a hot catalytic converter creates the flame required to ‘burn’ the filter clean.

Typical section of exhaust showing sensor locations, catalytic converter and DPF.

If with the scantool you do manage to start the DPF forced regeneration process, then all the prerequisites
for that engine have been met. Yet it can still be that the regeneration process fails to complete. If the
regeneration process fails, then it is time to start diagnosing the sensor inputs related to the regeneration
process. An AECS trained diagnostic expert will be able to predict how the sensor values are supposed to
read during the regeneration process.
In your own mind what would the pre-DPF temperature reading be compared to the exhaust manifold
temperature during regeneration? It just so happens that the temperature sensors post CAT commonly
fail. If the ECU does not see the temperature rise the regen process will be aborted, in some cases logging
a cat fault.
Customer Advice
All diesels on cold start will produce some smoke. This smoke is captured in the DPF. If the DPF equipped
vehicle is only driven short distances, it is likely that the engine never gets up to a high enough
temperature to trigger its automatic regeneration. The car will be in your shop repeatedly for forced
regenerations. This is good for business, but not good for the customer. You as a trained professional
need to educate your customer of the technology in their vehicle and perhaps suggest that the car be
taken for a longer drive once or twice a week. It can be that simple!
Career Pathway
Take control of your career, learn at the highest level, become an AECS trained diagnostic master. Visit our
website to view our new training pathway. Also fill in the online request form for a username and
password so you can view your own personal training achievements.
Your Personal Achievements
A number of diagnosticians have asked us for a report of their training achievements to show prospective
employers. We have your achievements in our database, all we need to do is issue you a password to
access your data we gathered since 2003. Share your personal training pathway in your CV by handing a
temporarily password to the prospect employer.
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Did you know….?
In our last newsletter we mentioned AECS has become the authorised supplier of Manatec Equipment.
As part of this our team received training on the Manatec equipment.
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Team AECS getting the full run down and service training on the 3D Wheel Aligner.

Our latest product catalogue has just come out. This includes new equipment
from the Manatec range. You can pick one of these up from our training or let
one of our team know you’d like one. We’ve also put this into a pdf version so
you can download it. Down load it here.
[See below for more on the Manatec equipment for car and commercial
vehicle.]

3D Wheel Aligner - Auto Lift
AECS brings the latest generation digital imaging technology. It uses high resolution scientific imaging
cameras combined with unique software.
The camera beam can be
mounted manually at any
height to suit alignment pit
or lift application.

TOP
SPEC!
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Automatic camera beam movement along with
the movement of the vehicle on the lift. Measurements can be done for example at floor level and
adjustments at any convenient level .

3D animated illustrations provides vehicle specific
adjustment information and clear instructions on
changes to be made.

Price: $17,500 +gst

Car - Wheel balancer

Car - Tyre Changer

DSP Premium LX

Tyremate 200TL

Smart and easy to use our wheel balancer offers
cutting edge technology and safety features:

• Split weight mode (spokes program).
• Optimization program.
• Automatic Rim diameter and Rim
width input.
• Automatic size measuring.

Price: $2,750 +gst

• Seven modes of alloy wheel functions.
• Graphical user interface for live balancing.
• Adjustable unbalance threshold (weight cut off).
• Mid-centering device with quick change lock nut to
ensure fast mounting & removal of wheels.
• Mechanical brake for weight and wheel mounting.
• Automatic start with wheel guard closure.
• High resolution (DVI input) & LED monitor.
• High precision no contact rim size sensors.

• Designed for normal, low profile & runflat
tyres on car and LCV.
• Four jaw self centering chuck.
• Alloy wheel plastic protector.
• Pneumatic low profile assist.
• Pneumatically operated tilting type vertical column.
• Pneumatically operated twin cylinders for firm clamping.
• 8 Nozzle bead seater.
TECH SPECS:
Rim clamping from inside:
Rim clamping from outside:
Max. wheel diameter:
Max. wheel width:
Operating pressure:
Bead breaker force:
Power Supply:
Bead seater/tank:

12" - 24" (305 mm - 610 mm)
10" - 20" (254 mm - 508 mm)
1041 mm
3"-12" (76 mm - 305 mm)
6 - 8 bar
2500 kg
240V AC, Single phase, 50Hz
8 nozzles/18 ltrs

Price: $4,950 +gst

HD Wheel balancer

HD Tyre Changer - 13”- 27” Rim Diameter

200 DSP

ME-TCH

• Pneumatic wheel lifter allows to lift the heavy truck wheel
up to 200 kgs.
• Automatic start with wheel guard closure.
• Electrical & mechanical brake system.
• Static (single plane) and dynamic (two plane)
balancing.
• Two modes of measurements – normal and fine.
• Self diagnostic, On-line error display facility &
self calibration.
Price: $4052 +gst

• Universal tyre changer suitable for
truck and heavy duty wheel.
• Self centering chuck it is equipped
with a 2-speed electro-hydraulic
wheel centering system.
• Mobile remote control for safety
and ease of operation.
14”- 56” Rim Diameter Tyre Changer
option available.

Price: $10,250 +gst

HD 3D Wheel Aligner - 5 Axle
The worlds 1st 3D wheel aligner for multi -axle trucks, buses & trailers.
• One shot runout compensation of all 5 axles.
• One shot caster swing for twin steer axles.
• Mobile stands for storing wheel brackets & targets.
• Extra monitor provided to view screen underneath vehicle from the pit.
• Smart control using tablet & mobile device to display alignment results and
operates the PC from alignment bay, avoids multiple trips to PC console.

DRIVE THROUGH SET UP
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Innovative technology maps
5 wheels simultaneously.
Significantly reduces vehicle
down-time and increases

Price: $27,649 +gst

